Central Coast wood Turners
Announcements for the upcoming month of October
A quickly arranged demonstration by Paul Fennel of Arizona and high standing
with AAW has been scheduled for Wednesday Sept16th to be held in Bill Kandlers
shop at 792 Phillips Road in Arroyo Grande starting at 9:00AM ending about
1:00PM. This is a half day show and fees per member is $15.00
Information on Paul’s work can be viewed on GOOGLE, worth the visit.
During the past week or so some events have come to be noted.
A major change in the picnic date was made per suggestion of Doug Brown in that
we can again have the culinary expertise of Gordon Rowland at the grill
DATE TO BE NOTED Sunday October 25th assemble time NOON
Top Block steak and Salmon will be provided by your CCW treasury
Memberse asked to bring a share plate and service
CCW has received a load of items to be given as prizes to the BOCCE Ball winners,
to participate you must have a TURNED Wood Ball any where between 3 and 4
inches in diameter, the rounder the better.
Prizes include many gift certificates to Craft Supply of Provo and Packard
woodworks of Tryon, N.C., also included are two big boxes of various size and
species of wood and as usual several bottles of wine.
Mark it on your calendar.
A sample package was received and delegated to Mike Rude to develop a new
product from a company named Backgate Industries of Texas. This unit combines
a pepper mill and salt shaker all in one. When complete, mike will give us his
findings, Stay tuned.
Gordon Rowland has researched and purchased several sheets of “FISH PAPER”
from a company titled K&G Finishing Supplies, Address is 1972 Forest Ave,
Lakeside, AZ 85929-5743.

Several blanks for pepper mills have been made up of Maple and Red & Black
sheets of the material. The material is made up of various thicknesses in 12”x12:
sheets, Red, Black & White are the three colors ordered.

A short discussion was held to determine the continuation of “A Challenge
Project” as so little are the entries. The new topic will be an encouragement of
more Show and Tell, it is hoped to have presentations that are informative to all
by describing the material used, the process of finishing and any description of its
turning process. SO now try to have at least on piece for this meeting time.
Rick Haseman started the S&T with 2 similar in shape pedestal bowls, wood was
Purple Heart and Tigerwood, not the golfer, He confessed that the shape came
about because of a slight accident, a chip breakoff led him to incorporate the final
scallop design, well done.
Rick also showed a BIG spinning
top that was put into motion by
using a portable drill

Ernie Miller (left) offered for inspection a
hollow for with a tight fitting cap. The wood
was Rainbow Tulip Poplar, very different.
Ernie was sporting his Donald Trump Hair
style

Art Everett his square
bowl with a round
opening, He also

Art Everett Proudly
offered a square piece
with a round opening
along with a new item to
your writer, Wine Bottle
Stopper turned from
GRAPE VINE Stock Root,
Very Appropiate

Ron Glahn did his
contribution to the Beads
of Courage campaign,
Thanks to he and Dave
Burns

Dave Burns Also did his
share in donating a lidded
Redwood bowl for the
Beads of Courage. We
should all be reminded
Bowls for Beads of
courage are always
welcome

This newsletter is a bit hastily written so as to get the news of the Paul Fennel
Demo out in time.
Central Coast Wood Turners are a chapter of the American Association of Wood
Turners
The next meeting will Saturday October 10th at the Odd Fellows hall, 520 Dana St
San Luis Obispo, CA
Meetings start at 9:00AM
For Information:
George Paes President 805 478 6370 gngpaes@sbcglobal.net
Gordon Rowland Vice. President 805 929 4101 rolwlago@att.net
Bill Kandler Treasurer 805 489 5309 bkandler@verisof.com
Jaden Smith 805 345 0872 jhsbonds@yahoo.com

